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Abstract
Agents that learn on-line with partial instance memory reserve some of the previously encountered
examples for use in future training episodes. In earlier work, we selected extreme examples—those
from the boundaries of induced concept descriptions—combined these with incoming instances, and
used a batch learning algorithms to generate new concept descriptions. In this paper, we extend
this work by combining our method for selecting extreme examples with two incremental learning
algorithms, AQ11 and GEM. Using these new systems, AQ11-PM and GEM-PM, and using two real-
world applications, those of computer intrusion detection and blasting cap detection in X-ray images,
we conducted a lesion study to analyze the trade-offs between predictive accuracy, examples held in
memory, learning time, and concept complexity. Empirical results showed that although the use of
our partial-memory model did decrease predictive accuracy when compared to systems that learn
from all available training data, it also decreased memory requirements, decreased learning time,
and in some cases, decreased concept complexity. We also present results from an experiment using
the STAGGER Concepts, a synthetic data set involving concept drift, suggesting that our methods
perform comparably to the FLORA2 system in terms of predictive accuracy, but store fewer examples.
Moreover, these outcomes are consistent with earlier results using our partial-memory model and
batch learning.
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1. IntroductionOn-line learning systems with partial instance memory select and maintain a portion
of the training examples from an input stream, using them in future training episodes.
Depending on the task at hand and the goals of the learner, certain examples may be
of higher utility than that of others, and in previous work [44], we selected extreme
examples from the boundaries of induced concept descriptions under the assumption that
such examples enforce, map, and strengthen these boundaries. To evaluate our method,
we built an experimental system called AQ-PM that operates in a temporal-batch fashion:
It processes training examples over time, combines them with the current set of extreme
examples, induces a new set of concept descriptions, and selects a new set of extreme
examples.
In this paper, we extend this work by combining our method for selecting extreme
examples with two incremental learning systems: AQ11 [48] and GEM [56]. Although both
are incremental, AQ11 discards its training examples, whereas GEM keeps all of its. Using
these programs, we built two experimental systems, AQ11-PM and GEM-PM, and applied
them to a variety of problems. In this paper, we present results for two real-world problems:
computer intrusion detection and blasting cap detection in X-ray images. We also evaluated
our systems using the STAGGER Concepts [61], a synthetic data set involving concept drift
and a benchmark for algorithms coping with this phenomenon. These tasks are the same
three from our earlier study of AQ-PM [44].
By conducting a lesion study, we examined the trade-offs among predictive accuracy,
examples held in memory during learning, concept complexity, and learning time. Results
mirror those of our previous investigation [44]: By selecting and using examples from the
boundaries of concept descriptions, learners can decrease memory requirements, concept
complexity, and learning time at the slight expense of predictive accuracy. Our results
for the STAGGER Concepts suggest that our incremental systems track concept drift
comparably to FLORA2 [68] and better than our temporal-batch system, AQ-PM.
We are motivated to study learners with partial instance memory for three reasons. First,
it is clear that humans not only store concept descriptions, but also remember specific
events. For instance, we know that hot objects can be harmful when touched, and while we
may not recall every event that led to the formation of this rule, we will remember certain
significant events, and may do so forever. Second, there has been relatively little work
on this topic in the machine-learning community. Indeed, the majority of on-line learners
store either none or all of the examples they encounter in the input stream. Third, results
from past studies suggest that learners with partial instance memory react more quickly to
drifting concepts than do learners storing and modifying only concept descriptions [44,45,
58,61,68].
This paper makes two main contributions. First, we present two new incremental
learning algorithms with partial instance memory, and we evaluate implementations of
these algorithms using one synthetic and two real-world data sets. Second, since the
experimental method and outcomes of this study are nearly identical to those of our earlier
investigation of batch learning and partial instance memory [44], this inquiry provides
additional support for our method of selecting and using extreme examples when learning,
and suggests that our example selection method is more general than previously reported.
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In the following sections, we describe more fully the concept of partial instance memory
and briefly examine past, related work, and present a general algorithm for learning
with partial instance memory. In the third section, we present the inductive learning
algorithms and the experimental systems that we used and developed for this study. In
Section 4, we discuss the data sets used for evaluation, the experimental design, and
the experimental results. After analyzing these empirical findings, we conclude with a
discussion of directions for future research.
2. Partial-memory learning
Agents that learn on-line must acquire concepts from examples distributed over time,
and such agents will have potentially two types of memory—two types of concern to
us—memory for storing concept descriptions and memory for storing instances. Not
surprisingly, on-line learners vary widely in their use of these two types of memory. In
Fig. 1, we present a classification along these lines of systems that have appeared in the
literature.
IB1 [1], for example, is an instance-based method that stores all previously encountered
training cases; thus, it is a learner with full instance memory [56]. A related system, IB2,
stores only those instances that it misclassifies, and it is an example of a system with partial
instance memory. Finally, some on-line systems learn from and then discard new instances.
ARCH [69], STAGGER [61], Winnow [36], and Weighted Majority [37] are examples of
such learners, ones with no instance memory.
In terms of concept memory, instance-based learners, such as IB1 and IB2 [1], do
not form concept descriptions that generalize training examples, so such learners have
no concept memory. Most systems, such as Iterative Tree Induction [65], form concept
descriptions from training examples that remain in memory until altered by the next
training episode, an example of full concept memory. Finally, there are also examples
of systems that use partial concept memory: FAVORIT [30] induces trees from examples
Fig. 1. A classification of on-line learning systems in terms of concept memory and instance memory, after [44].
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but maintains a weight for each node of the tree. If not reinforced by incoming training
examples, these weights decay, and when a node’s weight falls below a threshold, the
algorithm removes the node from the tree. Note that weights need not decay only with the
arrival of new training instances, for they could also decay with the passage of time.
We can use any batch learning algorithm in an on-line fashion by simply storing all past
training examples, adding them to new ones, and re-applying the method. Disadvantages
of running algorithms in a temporal-batch manner include the need to store all training
examples, which leads to increased time for learning and to difficulty in recovering when
concepts change or drift. However, such approaches may be less susceptible to ordering
effects than other on-line learners are, because they use all available data when learning.
Batch learning algorithms include CN2 [11], AQ19 [47], and C4.5 [55].
Of concern here are systems with partial instance memory, which we will henceforth
refer to as simply “partial-memory systems.” An important issue is how such learners
select examples from the input stream. One scheme is to select and store representative
examples [29]. Another approach is to remember a consecutive sequence of examples over
a fixed [67] or changing window of time [68]. Yet another is to keep extreme examples that
lie on or near the boundaries of current concept descriptions [44].
Our work on keeping extreme examples has some precedents. Kibler and Aha [29] pre-
sented the Growth algorithm for instance-based learning, an algorithm later implemented
as IB2 [1]. It uses a store of training examples to classify a new instance from the input
stream. If IB2 misclassifies the instance, then it includes the instance in its store; other-
wise, it discards the instance. As the learner processes examples, most misclassifications
occur at the boundary between concepts, so IB2 tends to keep examples near this interface,
provided that concepts are stationary and no severe ordering effects occur. A contrasting
feature of our work is that we use induced concept descriptions to select examples for
partial memory.
Support vector machines [8] are also similar. They, too, leverage examples on
the boundaries of concepts by transforming the original training data into a higher-
dimensioned space such that the examples from different classes are linearly separable
and are separated by the largest margin. Along this margin are support vectors, which are
analogous to our extreme examples, although we make no transformations to the training
data.
Syed, Liu, and Sung [63] described an incremental algorithm for training support
vector machines and evaluated its ability to handle perceived concept drift. Although they
differentiated between perceived versus real concept drift—the former due to sampling, the
latter due to change in the concepts themselves—they evaluated their method on several of
the UCI data sets [5], such as Monks, Mushroom, and Sonar—data sets typically regarded
as problems involving static concepts. Our work differs in that we have evaluated our
method in the presence of both types of drift.
The FLORA systems [68], which were designed to learn concepts that drift or change,
select and maintain a sequence of examples from the input stream over a window of time.
These systems size this window adaptively in response to severe decreases in predictive
accuracy or to increases in concept complexity, measured by the number of conditions in a
set of conjunctive rules. Our work differs in two respects. First, because our method selects
extreme examples, it is capable of storing nonconsecutive instances from the input stream.
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Second, for concepts that drift or change, we have investigated storing examples only over
a fixed period of time [44]. Nevertheless, we were able to achieve performance comparable
to FLORA2 on the STAGGER Concepts [61]. Furthermore, our method is not restricted to
windows of fixed size, so we should be able to incorporate a heuristic like FLORA2’s to
adapt and adjust the window’s size, an issue to which we return when we address future
work.
Domingos and Hulten [15] described the Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) learner, which
learns a decision tree for static concepts by selecting a root node from the first examples
in the stream and always growing the tree from the leaf nodes. They also detailed an
extension [24] called Concept-adapting Very Fast Decision Tree (CVFDT) learner that
grows trees in a similar manner, but copes with concept drift by maintaining a set of
alternate trees and storing examples over a window of time. Although they did not evaluate
CVFDT on the STAGGER Concepts, they did evaluate it on large synthetic and real data sets
using lesion studies and a direct comparison to C4.5 [55]. Relating to our work, although
we do not maintain alternative concept descriptions per se—recall that training examples
are degenerate rules—we do maintain examples over a window of time, forgetting them if
necessary.
Other partial-memory learners include LAIR [18], which retains only the first positive
example, and HILLARY [25], which stores only negative examples. DARLING [58] assigns
a weight of one to each incoming instance while decreasing within a neighborhood the
weights of examples currently held in partial memory. When an example’s weight falls
below a threshold, the algorithm removes it. If there are no ordering effects and no concept
drift, then DARLING removes extreme examples and stores examples near the centers of
concepts.
The AQ-PM system [44] induces rules from training examples and selects examples
from the edges of these concept descriptions. It is a temporal-batch learner, so it replaces
the current rules with new ones induced from new examples and those held in partial
memory. AQ-PM continually uses and updates its extreme examples while learning. Since
this system is similar to those we evaluate in this paper, we postpone further details until
the next section.
We have concentrated on work in the machine learning and data mining communities
that leverages certain examples from the input stream, but there is certainly a wide range
of relevant literature. Winston [69] was one of the first to identify the utility of examples
on the boundaries of concepts. Relevant are some approaches to sampling (e.g., [21,33,
53]) and to clustering (e.g., [16,26,62,70]). Boosting is a method that iteratively weights
examples in a training set, produces classifiers for these weighted examples, and combines
the results of such learning into a final classification rule [60]. Like our method, boosting
gives special status to certain examples, and there are incremental methods for boosting
that we have not examined here (e.g., [19,46]). We also have not surveyed relevant
psychological evidence and models for the instances that humans remember explicitly
versus those they generalize and integrate into higher-level concepts and how this work
has influenced ours, but see Catania [9] and Hall [23] for surveys.
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2.1. A general algorithm for partial-memory learningIncrementally-Learn-Partial-Memory (Algorithm 1) is a general algorithm for incre-
mental learning with partial instance memory for static and changing concepts [38,44].
Input to the algorithm (line 1) is some number of data sets, one for each time step. While
we are assuming that time is discrete, we place no restrictions of the number of examples
present in each set: There could be none, there could be one, there could be several. This
issue is important because it lets the learner track the passage of time. It also lets the learner
operate at different time scales.
If, say, we require that each data set contains one example, then we attach the passage
of time to the arrival of each new instance. The learner, therefore, cannot track the passage
of time. It may need to. However, if we stipulate that each data set can be either empty
or may contain a single example, then the learner can track the passage of time, but it
cannot operate at different time scales. Time intervals in this model are atomic and of
fixed duration, and so we must make a commitment as to their meaning—weeks, hours,
minutes—whether explicitly or implicitly.
If time steps equate to, say, minutes, then one problem is that more than one example
may arrive in a single minute. We can adjust by making time steps equate to half minutes,
but this leads to an infinite regress. Put another way, if we commit to an interpretation of
a time step, then what happens if we receive more examples than we have time steps? It
is less problematic to avoid associating the passage of time with the arrival of a certain
number of training examples. With our model, we still must commit to an interpretation of
a time step, but during that interval, the learner may process any number of examples.
Algorithm 1. Incrementally-Learn-Partial-Memory
1. Incrementally-Learn-Partial-Memory(Data t, for t = 1, . . . , n)
2. Concepts 0 = ∅;
3. PartialMemory 0 = ∅;
4. for t = 1 to n do
5. if (Data t = ∅) then
6. Missedt = Find-Missed-Examples(Conceptst−1, Datat );
7. TrainingSett = PartialMemoryt−1∪ Missedt ;
8. Conceptst = Learn(TrainingSett , Conceptst−1);
9. PartialMemory′t = Select-Examples(TrainingSett , Conceptst );
10. PartialMemoryt =Maintain-Examples(PartialMemory′t, Concepts t );
11. end; /* if */
12. end; /* for */
13. end. /* Incrementally-Learn-Partial-Memory */
Returning to our discussion of the algorithm, we assume the learner begins with no
concepts in concept memory and no instances in partial memory (lines 2 and 3); however,
it could possess an arbitrary amount of background knowledge. During the first time step
(line 4, t = 1), assuming there are data (line 5), the learner operates in batch mode. There
are no concepts, so all of the examples in the data set are treated as if misclassified (line 6).
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Since partial memory is empty, the training set contains those examples present in the first
data set (line 7). Using these, the learning element generates concept descriptions (line 8).
The next step (line 9) is to select the examples for partial memory, and we select those
examples in the current training set from the boundaries of the current concept descriptions.
We will describe the algorithm for selecting extreme examples in the next section.
After selecting examples to store in partial memory, depending on the learning task, it
may be necessary to maintain these examples (line 10). For example, if the learner detects
concept drift, then it may need to forget old examples. Alternatively, if an example appears
frequently in the input stream, then perhaps the learner should weight it more heavily than
others.
For the subsequent time steps (line 4, t > 1), provided that the data set is not empty
(line 5), the learner uses its concept descriptions to identify any misclassified examples and
combines these with the instances held in partial memory (lines 6 and 7). An incremental
learner uses these examples and its current concept descriptions to form new concept
descriptions, whereas a temporal-batch learner uses only the extreme examples and any
new training instances (line 8).
With these new descriptions and new training examples, the learner identifies new
instances to store in partial memory (line 9). In doing so, it may be necessary to reevaluate
all of the examples in the training set, both new examples and those previously held in
partial memory to determine which are on boundaries. Alternatively, circumstances may
warrant identifying extreme examples only among the new examples from the input stream
and then accumulating these with those already stored in partial memory.
With an updating scheme that reevaluates after each learning episode, if an example
held in partial memory fails to fall on the boundary of the new concept descriptions, then
the algorithm removes it. We call this an implicit forgetting process, implicit because there
is no stated criterion for removing an example. We could also use this in conjunction with
an explicit forgetting process applied when the algorithm maintains examples in partial
memory (line 10).
If the learner always adds new extreme examples to those held in partial memory, then
once it stores an example, the example remains. This sort of stability may be important
for learning certain types of concepts, but for changing concepts, especially those that
geometrically “move” or “shrink” in the representation space, such a policy could lead to
reduced predictive accuracy or to an excessive number of examples held in partial memory.
Explicit forms of forgetting can be useful in such contexts for properly maintaining partial
memory (line 10) and may include policies that remove examples if they become too old
or if they have not occurred frequently in the input stream. Naturally, such policies depend
on the agent’s goals and task.
We have investigated both policies—reevaluation and accumulation—for learning static
and changing concepts [38,44]. How a learner selects examples for partial memory depends
on its goals, task, concept description language, and other such factors. Therefore, before
providing the details of how we select examples for partial memory, in the next section, we
ground discussion by explaining the particulars of our experimental learning systems.
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3. Description of the experimental systemsInducing rules from training examples is an instance of the general set-covering
problem [49]: Points belonging to a set are analogous to examples of a class or concept,
and a minimum-size set cover is analogous to a minimal set of rules. Computing covers,
which is well-known to be NP-hard, is necessary but not sufficient for machine learning, for
any covering algorithm must take into account negative training examples, meaning that a
solution must not include points from other sets. AQ [49] is a quasioptimal algorithm for
computing minimal rule sets under this constraint. Other rule induction methods include
CN2 [11] and RIPPER [12].
Before solving classification problems, we must represent them in an appropriate
language, and AQ systems use as their concept description language a variable-valued
system of logic called VL1 [51]. Using VL1, we define a representation space for problems
by identifying a set of attributes and their respective domains. Using conditions or
selectors, we stipulate a set of values that an attribute must take, and conditions consist
of three elements: an attribute, a relational operator, and a list of values. For example, the
attribute color may have a domain of red, blue, and green. The selector [color
= blue, green] requires that the color of the object in question must have the value
blue or green.
Using conditions, we construct rules or complexes by first forming a conjunction of
selectors, each having a unique attribute, and by using the conjunction in an implication,
the consequent of which assigns a class name to a decision variable. For example, the rule
[CLASS = positive] <:: [color = red] & [size = small]
stipulates that an object is a member of the positive class if its color is red and its size is
small.
Naturally, we can write additional rules to map the same or different values to the
decision variable, giving us the ability to represent DNF concepts. Encoding such concepts
requires a concept description language expressive enough to form sentences in disjunctive
normal form (DNF). Furthermore, using VL1, we can represent training examples by
constructing rules that have a condition for every attribute, use only the equality operator,
and have a list with a single value.
The performance element, given a set of rules, finds one that is true for a particular
instance. When true, a rule assigns the class name to the decision variable. A rule is true if
its conjunction is true. A conjunction is true if all of its conditions are true. A condition is
true if the relation stated in the condition is true for the instance’s attribute value.
Rules carve out decision regions in the representation space, rather than partitioning the
space like decision trees (e.g., [55]). Consequently, there may be no rule that is true for
a given instance. If using a strict matching procedure, then the performance element may
report “unknown” or “no match,” which is important for some applications.
However, if circumstances require the assignment of the decision variable, then we can
use flexible matching by computing the degree of match between the instance and each of
the rules and then selecting the rule with the highest degree of match. If necessary, when
the degree of match does not surpass a threshold, then the performance element may again
report “unknown” or “no match.” Researchers have developed several schemes for flexible
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matching [47], but for the problems investigated here, we have found the best was the
proportion of conditions an instance matches.
The learning element of the AQ algorithm begins by randomly selecting a positive
training example called the seed, which it then generalizes maximally so as not to cover any
negative example. When we say that a rule “covers” an example, it means that there exists
an example that satisfies the rule, making it true. Using the rule produced by this process,
the algorithm removes from the training set those positive examples that the rule covers,
and then repeats until covering all positive examples. AQ forms rules for the negative class
in the same manner. We can generate rules for multiple classes by selecting one class, using
all of its examples as if they were positive, using the examples from all other classes as if
negative, applying the AQ algorithm, and then repeating this process for each class in the
training set.
These rules generalize the given training data, so we can use them to predict the class
of instances not present in the original set of examples. Furthermore, this procedure results
in a set of rules that are complete and consistent, meaning that rules of a given class cover
all of the examples of the class and cover none of the examples of other classes.
These core features have been implemented in numerous systems over the years.
Starting with the AQVAL/1 system [50], part of the lineage of systems based on AQ appears
in Fig. 2. AQVAL/1 was also the basis for an incremental learning program, which we detail
in the next section.
3.1. AQ11
The AQ11 learning system [48] is an extension of the AQVAL/1 system [50], but
rather than operating in a batch mode, AQ11 incrementally generates new rules using its
existing rules and new training examples. AQ11 discards its instances after learning new
concepts, so it has no instance memory. It has the same concept description language and
performance element as other AQ systems, which we described previously, but since AQ11
learns incrementally, its learning element is different and consists of three main steps.
Focusing on a rule of the positive class, the first step determines which of the new
training examples its rules misclassify. If the positive rule covers a new negative example,
then in the second step, AQ11 uses its covering algorithm to specialize the rule so it no
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longer covers the example. The third step combines the specialized positive rule and the
new positive training examples, and then uses AQ to generalize these as much as possible
without intersecting any of the negative rules and without covering any of the new negative
examples.
AQ11 uses this same procedure to learn rules incrementally for the negative class.
Furthermore, it uses this procedure to learn rules for multiple classes by selecting a
class, treating its rules and examples as if from the positive class, gathering the rules
and examples from the other classes, treating them as if negative, and then applying the
procedure described in the previous paragraph. AQ11 repeats this process for each class
present in the new training set.
As we mentioned previously, AQ11 retains none of the past training examples and relies
solely on its current set of rules. Therefore, rules will be complete and consistent with
respect to the current examples only. As we will see in the next section, if memory is
of little concern, we can improve the completeness and consistency of AQ11 by learning
incrementally with full instance memory.
3.2. GEM
Generalization of Examples by Machine [56] is also an incremental learning program
based on the AQ algorithm. As such, it uses the same concept description language
and performance element as its predecessors, but unlike AQ11, GEM learns concepts
incrementally using full instance memory.
GEM’s learning element begins by identifying which of the new training examples its
rules misclassify. If, say, a positive rule covers any new negative examples, then the rule
requires specialization. GEM uses the AQ algorithm to specialize the positive rule using the
misclassified negative examples and all of the covered positive training examples, both old
and new.
As a result of specialization using only covered positive examples, the positive rule
may now misclassify some of the positive examples. Therefore, GEM again uses the AQ
algorithm to generalize the rule to cover these positive examples. At this point, the rule
covers both old and new examples of the positive class.
GEM performs these same operations for a negative rule that misclassifies any new
examples. Furthermore, it learns multiple classes in the same manner as AQ11. As we
will see in the next section, with our method for identifying extreme examples, we can use
AQ11 and GEM as the bases for new systems that learn incrementally with partial memory.
3.3. Partial-memory learning with AQ11-PM and GEM-PM
As noted in previous sections, AQ11 [48] is an incremental learning system with no
instance memory, and GEM [56], one with full instance memory. In earlier work [44],
we studied an experimental batch learning system called AQ-PM that after each learning
episode, selects and maintains examples from the boundaries of the current concept
descriptions. Although we explored these ideas using batch learning, there is no reason
why we could not use the same method for selecting extreme examples for AQ11 and
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GEM: We can use our method as a post-processing step to learning and then include the
selected examples in the next training set.
3.3.1. Selecting extreme examples
Several schemes exist for selecting examples to store in partial memory. Researchers
have investigated storing sequences of examples over a window of time [68]. They have
also examined methods that tend to select examples near the center of a cluster [58]. Others
have studied techniques that store examples near the boundaries of concepts [1,29]. Ours
is most similar to this latter approach, but we use concept descriptions to select examples
on their boundaries.
The AQ systems generate rules from training examples, and these can be either
discriminant rules or characteristic rules [52]. Discriminant rules consist only of the
attributes and their values necessary to discriminate among the classes. For example, the
number of sails is sufficient to discriminate between sloops and yawls. Sloops have two,
yawls have three. Characteristic rules, however, are much more specific and consist of all
attributes and their values for all class objects represented in the training set.
Problems represented using VL1 are mapped into a discrete space, and induced
rules form hyper-rectangles about the training examples in this space. Geometrically, a
characteristic rule forms the tightest hyper-rectangle about the examples from which it was
derived. For a problem with n attributes, using these characteristic descriptions—indeed,
these n-dimensional hyper-rectangles—we can identify the extreme examples as those on
the corners, the edges, or the surfaces.
The algorithm Find-Extreme-Examples-Edges (Algorithm 2) uses a set of characteristic
rules to find the examples in the training set that lie on the edges of these descriptions
(line 1). It does so by manipulating each rule of the description so it matches the desired
cases. Modifications to the algorithm yield versions that select examples from the corners
and from the surfaces of the concept description [38].
Algorithm 2. Find-Extreme-Examples-Edges
1. Find-Extreme-Examples-Edges(TrainingSet, CharacteristicDescription)
2. ExtremeExamples= ∅;
3. for each Rule ∈ CharacteristicDescription do
4. SpecializedRule= RemoveIntermediateValues(Rule);
5. for each Selector ∈ SpecializedRule do
6. GeneralizedRule= Construct-Range(Selector, SpecializedRule);
7. MatchedExamples= Strict-Match(TrainingSet,GeneralizedRule);
8. ExtremeExamples= ExtremeExamples∪MatchedExamples;
9. end; /* for each */
10. end; /* for each */
11. return ExtremeExamples;
12. end. /* Find-Extreme-Examples-Edges */
The algorithm uses the set ExtremeExamples to accumulate the desired examples
(line 2). For each rule of a characteristic concept description (line 3), the algorithm first
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specializes the rule by removing intermediate attribute values in each of its selectors
(line 4). For example, if we have the characteristic rule
[CLASS = C1] <:: [a1 = 1..4, 6] & [a2 = 1, 3, 5],
then this step retains only the first and last value of each selector, producing the rule
[CLASS = C1] <:: [a1 = 1, 6] & [a2 = 1, 5].
(Note that this rule will match examples that lie on its corners.)
The next manipulation involves generalizing each selector of the rule (line 5) by
constructing an interval between the selector’s two values. Referring to the previous rule,
[CLASS = C1] <:: [a1 = 1, 6] & [a2 = 1, 5],
after constructing the interval for the first selector, we would have the rule
[CLASS = C1] <:: [a1 = 1..6] & [a2 = 1, 5].
The second iteration of this loop would yield the rule
[CLASS = C1] <:: [a1 = 1, 6] & [a2 = 1..5].
At this point (line 7), the algorithm uses a strict matching procedure to select examples
that lie on the edges of the transformed rule, which it accumulates with any other extreme
examples (line 8). This process repeats for any remaining selectors in the current rule and
for any remaining rules in the current characteristic description. The algorithm returns the
set of extreme examples upon termination (line 11).
As an illustration, we applied this procedure to two classes of a discrete version of
the Iris data set [20], originally obtained from the UCI Repository [5]. Fig. 3 shows a
visualization of the training examples for the setosa and versicolor classes. Each example
of an iris has four attributes: petal length (pl), petal width (pw), sepal length (sl), and
sepal width (sw). In the original data set, these attributes had continuous domains, but after
applying the SCALE implementation [7] of the ChiMerge algorithm [28], the attributes had
discrete domains of 2, 3, 8, and 5, respectively.
Applying the AQ algorithm to the examples pictured in Fig. 3 results in the following
two characteristic rules:
[CLASS = setosa] <:: [pl = 0] & [pw = 0] & [sl = 0..3] &
[sw = 0, 2..4]
[CLASS = versicolor] <:: [pl = 1] & [pw = 1..2] &
[sl = 1..6] & [sw = 0..4]
With these characteristic rules and the training examples pictured in Fig. 3, when we apply
the algorithm for finding extreme examples, Algorithm 2, it returns those pictured in Fig. 5.
Although the instance
[CLASS = versicolor] <::[pl = 1] & [pw = 2] &
[sl = 3] & [sw = 0]
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Fig. 4. Visualization of characteristic rules and overlain training examples for the setosa and versicolor
classes [44]. © 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Used with permission.
does not appear to lie on an edge, keep in mind that this is a two-dimensional projection of a
four-dimensional space. The example is on the edge of a four-dimensional hyper-rectangle.
If we have a concept description with r characteristic rules, then for an n-dimensional
problem, each rule will have n selectors. Furthermore, each selector of each rule will have
a list of attribute values of size s. As we have proven previously [44], in the worst case, a
full-memory learner stores O(rsn) examples.
A partial-memory learner storing examples from the corners of concept descriptions will
retain O(r2n) examples, which follows from a hyper-rectangle having 2n corners. Such a
learner that selects examples from the edges, in the worst case, will maintain O(rn2n−1s)
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Publishers. Used with permission.
examples. Finally, one that stores examples from the surfaces of the concept description
will keep O(rn2n−1s2) examples.2 In the best case, which arises when the training set
consists only of examples that lie on the opposing corners of a hyper-rectangle, all of these
learners, both full- and partial-memory, will store o(n) examples.
Rarely would we confront these worst-case bounds with real-world applications;
however, they do capture the relative number of examples that full- and partial-memory
methods select, as we will see in the section describing our experimental results. Before
presenting these results, we provide the details of the data sets we used in the empirical
evaluation.
4. Problem domains
To evaluate our approach, we present results for three problem domains, the same
three from our previous study [44]. The first comes from computer security and involves
learning and using profiles of user behavior for intrusion detection. The second comes from
computer vision and entails learning rules for detecting blasting caps in X-ray images of
luggage. The third is a synthetic problem, called the STAGGER Concepts [61], commonly
used for testing an algorithm’s ability to track drifting concepts. In the following three
sections, we describe these learning tasks more thoroughly.
2 Note that the bound for edges overcounts the examples that lie on the corners of the hyper-rectangle.
Similarly, the bound for surfaces overcounts those lying on the corners and the edges. We excluded these
subtractive terms since they contributed little to the overall bound and increased the complexity of our notation.
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4.1. Computer intrusion detectionResearchers have applied machine-learning methods to a variety of data sources for
intrusion detection and misuse detection. Misuse detection systems identify misuse of a
computing system by its legitimate users [14]. We can also use such systems for intrusion
detection, when an illegitimate user co-opts a legitimate user’s account. Such systems
typically compare a user’s short-term behavior to a historical profile. Researchers have
applied machine-learning methods to a variety of data sources for this purpose, including
key strokes [6], command sequences [31], and logs of network traffic [32]. Researchers
have also learned profiles from real and simulated attacks (e.g., [34]), but we have chosen
to model the behavior of individual users against the behavior of other persons using the
system.
To date, our work [42,44,45] has concentrated on audit logs from the UNIX acctcom
command [22]. We derived our data set from over 11,200 audit records collected over a
3 week period for 32 users. Each record contained a variety of information, such as the
user’s name, their teletype device, the command executed, and its start and end times.
However, we focused on seven numeric measures that characterized the execution time
of the command (system, real, and user times), its load on the processor (CPU and hog
factors), and the amount of data manipulated (characters transferred and total blocks read
and written).
Since these attributes are numeric and vary with each command over time, the measures
for a given user’s sequence of commands are a multivariate time series. Following
Davis [13], we characterized each time series by computing the minimum, average, and
maximum over continuous periods of activity separated by either logouts or twenty minutes
of idle time. After selecting the nine users with the most activity, transforming the data in
this manner resulted in 238 training examples, each with 21 continuous attributes.
In earlier work [44], we used the SCALE implementation [7] of the ChiMerge
algorithm [28] to map attribute values into discrete intervals and the PROMISE measure [2]
to select the most relevant attributes, a process resulting in thirteen attributes. However,
the current implementations of AQ11 and GEM have an upper limit of 58 attribute values.
Three attributes (average real time, average CPU time, and maximum hog factor) had more
than 58, so we removed them, leaving ten: maximum real time (7 levels), average and
maximum system time (23 and 28 levels), average and maximum user time (3 and 31),
average and maximum characters transferred (27 and 3), average blocks read and written
(24), maximum CPU factor (8), and average hog factor (30).
4.2. Blasting cap detection
Interest in visual learning has increased over the past decade. Researchers have used
learning for a variety of tasks at varying levels of description. For instance, they have
examined learning methods for low-level vision tasks, such as color constancy (e.g., [57])
and image segmentation (e.g., [4]). They have also investigated methods for learning
descriptions of shape (e.g., [10]), motion (e.g., [35]), and structure (e.g., [17,39,54,59]).
In previous work, using the task of blasting cap detection, we studied learning for
acquiring descriptions of shape and structure [40]. We have also used this task with partial-
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memory learning using AQ-PM [44] and with a hierarchical learning system based on naive
Bayes [39]. Other work has examined the use of machine learning to improve rooftop
detection in a vision system that identifies buildings in overhead imagery [41].
Blasting caps, when X-rayed, yield two regions of interest in an image, as shown in
Fig. 6. The first is a low-intensity blob, which arises from a concentration of heavy-metal
explosive near the center of the cap, and the second is a rectangular region surrounding the
blob, produced by the cap’s metal casing. Detecting each of these regions is important, but
establishing that the proper spatial relationship exists between detected regions obviously
serves as further evidence of the presence of a blasting cap.
While one could imagine numerous engineering applications of a system for detecting
blasting cap, to date our interest has been primarily in the shape and structural
characteristics of these objects, and the implications for learning systems. Although we
will not directly pursue this direction here, we have argued elsewhere that this problem is
one instance of a class of problems that require a hierarchy of learners [39,41].
We derived the data set for this problem from five X-ray images of airport luggage [43].
Fig. 7 shows one of the X-ray images from the collection. Each contained various
items, such as shoes, clothes, calculators, and, of course, blasting caps. After applying
simple segmentation techniques, such as histogram and threshold operations, an expert
identified 66 regions of interest; twenty-nine were labeled positive, thirty-seven, negative.
Fig. 6. X-ray image of a blasting cap.
Fig. 7. An example of an X-ray image from the collection.
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From these, we computed 27 intensity, shape, and spatial attributes with continuous
domains [38].
Using the SCALE implementation [7] of the ChiMerge algorithm [28] and the PROMISE
measure [2], we selected the most relevant, resulting in fifteen attributes. For the blobular
region, these were minimum and maximum intensity of the pixels in the region, length of
the major axis of an ellipse fit to the region, and three measures of compactness, which were
variations of the formula 4πa/p2, where a is the area of the region, and p is its perimeter.
For the rectangular region, the most relevant attributes were the standard deviation of the
intensity in the region, the region’s area, the lengths of the major and minor axes of a
fitted ellipse, and three measures of compactness, noted previously. The relevant spatial
attributes were the distance between the centroids of the blobular and rectangular regions,
and the component of this distance parallel to the longest axis of the rectangular region.
4.3. STAGGER Concepts
The STAGGER Concepts [61] is a synthetic problem in which the target concept changes
over time. It has become a standard benchmark for evaluating algorithms that track drifting
concepts. The problem consists of three concepts with three attributes describing domain
objects: size, taking values small, medium, and large; color, taking values red,
green, and blue; and, shape, taking values circle, triangle, and rectangle.
Consequently, there are 27 possible examples in the representation space. The presentation
of training examples lasts for 120 time steps with the target concept changing every 40. The
target concept for the first 40 steps is [size = small] & [color = red]. For
the next 40, the target concept is [color = green] ∨ [shape = circular].
For the final 40, it is [size = medium ∨ large]. A visualization of these target
concepts appears in Fig. 8. At each time step, there is a single training example and 100
testing examples, all generated randomly. Notice that the transition from the second to
the third target concept is the most difficult, as there is the greatest percentage of positive
examples common to both target concepts.
As we have stated previously, we have used these same problems in an earlier study
with AQ-PM [44]. As the next section details, to ensure that results across studies would be
comparable, we also used the same experimental design.
Fig. 8. Visualization of the STAGGER Concepts [44]. (a) Target concept for time steps 1–40. (b) Target concept
for time steps 41–80. (c) Target concept for time steps 81–120. © 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Used with
permission.
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5. Experimental method and resultsTo evaluate our experimental systems, AQ11-PM and GEM-PM, we applied the algorithm
Incrementally-Learn-Partial-Memory using the AQ11 and GEM algorithms as the Learn
function (Algorithm 1, line 8), to the data sets for computer intrusion detection, blasting
cap detection, and the STAGGER Concepts. To assess the effect of learning incrementally
with partial instance memory, we conducted a lesion study by comparing to the unmodified,
original systems, AQ11 and GEM.
For the real-world problems, to create the training and testing sets, we randomly
partitioned the original data into ten sets. For a given run, we selected the tenth set for
testing and processed the others in order as the training sets Datat , for t = 1,2, . . . ,9. We
conducted 30 such runs.
For each run, we applied the four experimental systems: AQ11, GEM, AQ11-PM, and
GEM-PM. At each time step, for each of these systems, we measured percent correct on
the cases in the test set, the number of examples held in partial memory, the complexity
of the learned rules in terms of number of selectors and number of rules, and time spent
learning.3 After computing the average of each of these measures over the thirty runs,
we also calculated 95% confidence intervals. In the following two sections, we present
performance curves for each of these measures, and we show the numeric scores for the
final time step. To estimate statistical significance, we conducted an analysis of variance
[27] and used Duncan’s multiple range test [66]. We also included IB2 [1] for the sake of
comparison.
For the STAGGER Concepts, we proceeded similarly, but as described previously in
Section 4.3. However, because this problem involved drifting concepts, we do not present
all results for this experiment. We do not include results for GEM and IB2. These algorithms
have no forgetting mechanisms, so they accumulated instances in memory throughout
the run. When concepts changed, with no way of identifying and removing old, outdated
examples, their performance suffered. For GEM-PM and AQ11-PM, because their forgetting
mechanisms store the same examples, results for these learners were identical for this
problem; thus, we chose to present results for AQ11-PM since AQ11 is already part of our
evaluation. Finally, to provide context, we included results for AQ-PM from our previous
study [44].
5.1. Results for blasting cap detection
After applying our experimental method to the blasting-caps problem, we plotted the
results as performance curves. We also summarized these measures for the last time step in
tabular form. Regarding predictive accuracy, measured as percent correct, AQ11-PM and
GEM-PM performed worse than did their lesioned counterparts (i.e., those systems with
partial-memory extensions disabled). As shown in Fig. 9, after time step six, predictive
accuracy of the four systems was not notably different, but when learning ceased at time
3 We did not evaluate testing time, but the current executables do not measure this. However, since testing
time depends on concept complexity, which is similar for these systems, we suspect there will be little difference.
Empirical results from an earlier study support this claim [38].
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Fig. 10. Examples maintained in partial memory for blasting cap detection.
step nine, GEM-PM’s performance was 10% worse than GEM’s was. The degradation for
AQ11-PM was not as severe: It lost only about 2%, as shown in the second column of
Table 1. These results are significant at p < 0.01. Furthermore, Duncan’s test showed that
the individual scores of these methods are significant at p < 0.05. Fig. 9 also shows IB2’s
predictive accuracy for this problem, which was 72.95± 3.7% at time step nine.
Turning to memory requirements (i.e., the number of examples held in memory), AQ11
stored no examples, since it discards new instances after learning. On the other hand, GEM,
as a full-memory learner, retained all examples, as shown in Fig. 10. The three partial-
memory learners obviously fared better than did GEM, storing less than one-third of the
examples by the last time step, as shown in Table 1. IB2 stored slightly fewer examples
than did AQ11-PM and GEM-PM—49.48 ± 0.81 at time step nine—which is consistent
with results from our earlier study [44].
Regarding concept complexity, we collected two measures: the number of rules and
the number of selectors, presented in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Although GEM-PM did
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Table 1
Performance measures for the last time step of the blasting-cap problem. Results are averages
computed over thirty runs and are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals
System Percent Examples Number of Number of Learning
correcta maintained rules conditions time (s)
AQ11-PM 88.97± 5.39 18.17± 0.79 6.24± 0.60 13.83± 2.17 0.04± 0.00
AQ11 90.34± 5.40 0.00± 0.00 8.03± 1.89 20.97± 7.25 0.14± 0.04
GEM-PM 85.52± 6.46 18.17± 0.79 5.00± 0.54 11.24± 1.59 0.02± 0.00
GEM 95.86± 3.60 61.00± 0.00 6.21± 0.41 14.03± 1.34 0.09± 0.03
a F(3,84)= 4.85, p < 0.01.
Fig. 11. Number of rules for blasting cap detection.
not produce notably simpler concept descriptions than did GEM, adding partial instance
memory to AQ11 did yield interesting behavior.
Mostly at time step seven, AQ11 occasionally produced very complex sets of rules,
some with as many as fifty selectors. Becker [3] first noted this behavior but gave no hints
about a cause or a remedy. As a post-processing step, AQ11 replaces rules covering only
a few examples with the examples themselves. So, if a rule covers only three examples,
and AQ11 replaces the rule with those examples, then for this problem, such a replacement
would increase the rule count by two and increase the selector count by thirty. Although
we can govern this behavior by setting one of AQ11’s parameters, what is more interesting
is that using partial memory seems to have dampened this behavior. We will return to this
issue in the next section when we analyze our results.
Fig. 13 shows the learning times for the various methods. During the first time step, all
algorithms operated in batch mode, so we expected learning times for these methods to
be similar and relatively large, as compared to the times required to learn incrementally.
As the learners converged to the target concepts, then learning time changed little between
time steps.
Toward the later time steps, one expects the apparent upward trend in learning time for
AQ11 and GEM, since learning time is dependent on the number of rules and the number of
training cases, both of which are increasing. One also expects similar behavior from AQ11-
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Fig. 13. Learning times for blasting cap detection.
PM and GEM-PM, especially since these learners have the added burden of the examples
held in partial memory, but this was not the case: Not only are the learning times for the
partial-memory learners less than that of their lesioned counterparts, as shown in Table 1,
but also these measures for the partial-memory systems are increasing very little or not
at all. We speculate about a cause in the next section, where we discuss our experimental
results.
5.2. Results for computer intrusion detection
As with the previous task of detecting blasting caps, the predictive accuracy of the
partial-memory learners on the intrusion-detection task, as depicted in Fig. 14, was less
than that of the unmodified algorithms [45]. However, on this task, the degradation of
performance was much less: only one or two percent as opposed to ten from the previous
experiment. The first column of Table 2 shows this clearly, and these results are significant
at p < 0.1. Duncan’s test revealed that the performances of AQ11 and GEM are not
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Table 2
Performance measures for the last time step of the intrusion-detection problem. Results are
averages computed over thirty runs and are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals
System Percent Examples Number of Number of Learning
correcta maintained rules conditions time (s)
AQ11-PM 96.38± 1.28 55.97± 1.25 13.21± 0.48 23.79± 1.85 0.23± 0.01
AQ11 97.07± 1.04 0.00± 0.00 13.79± 1.08 29.45± 4.78 0.91± 0.05
GEM-PM 95.17± 2.27 55.97± 1.25 11.79± 0.45 20.72± 1.65 0.10± 0.01
GEM 97.07± 1.04 218.00± 0.00 13.00± 0.37 25.17± 1.50 0.61± 0.05
a F(3,84)= 2.198, p < 0.1.
significantly different but that these differed measurably from AQ11-PM’s performance,
which in turn, differed measurably from GEM-PM’s. We can see the curve for IB2’s
predictive accuracy in Fig. 14, and this measure at time step nine was 88.95± 1.29%.
Turning to the number of examples that each maintained during learning, Fig. 15 shows
that GEM, being a full memory learner, accumulated examples throughout the run. (AQ11,
of course, maintained no examples in memory.) The learners with partial memory kept
fewer examples than did GEM, with IB2 storing slightly fewer than did AQ11-PM and GEM-
PM. By the end of the experiment, GEM had accumulated 218 examples, while AQ11-PM
and GEM-PM had stored only about 56. IB2 at this point maintained 49.48±0.81 examples.
Regarding concept complexity, the graphs in Figs. 16 and 17 again show that the number
of AQ11’s rules often increased dramatically, although the degree of fluctuation is less here
than it was in the previous experiment. Again, it appears that the use of partial memory
had a damping effect, since the AQ11-PM’s curves show no such variability. The fourth
and fifth column of Table 2 list the average number of rules and selectors after the ninth
and final time step.
Finally, turning to the time spent learning, all methods required about five seconds in the
first time step to acquire an initial set of concepts (see Fig. 18), but then, as rules became
more accurate and classified more examples in the input stream, learning time decreased.
By the final time step, as shown in the last column of Table 2, the partial-memory learners
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Fig. 16. Number of rules for intrusion detection.
Fig. 17. Number of selectors for intrusion detection.
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were notably faster than were AQ11 and GEM. Furthermore, if we look at the graphs in
Fig. 18 for time steps six through nine, the learning times for AQ11 and GEM are steadily
increasing, but for the partial memory systems, they are leveling or decreasing. In the next
section, where we analyze our experimental results, we will speculate on the cause for this
and other phenomena.
5.3. Results for the STAGGER Concepts
Referring to Fig. 19, we can see that AQ11-PM and AQ11 performed identically on the
first target concept, which we anticipated since during these time steps both have effectively
the same learning element and train using the same data. At time step 39, both had achieved
100.0± 0.0% on the test data. Both of these learners outperformed AQ-PM, our temporal-
batch learner, which achieved a predictive accuracy of 98.6± 1.04% by time step 39.
On the second target concept, AQ11-PM performed much better than did AQ-11 and AQ-
PM, scoring 99.5± 0.4% by time step 79. At this same point, AQ11 attained 88.8± 4.4%,
while AQ-PM predicted correctly 88.8± 3.4% of the time.
Finally, on the third target concept, AQ11 quickly achieved 99–100% by time step 87,
but we submit that its superior performance on this target concept was due to its poor
performance on the second target concept. In other words, since AQ11’s rules had not
converged to the second target concept, they were more easily adapted to the third target
concept. AQ11-PM, on the other hand, did well on second target concept, but was still
able to outperform AQ-PM on the third concept. At the final time step, AQ11-PM achieved
99.04± 0.9%, whereas AQ-PM predicted at 96.3± 1.8%.
Turning to memory requirements for the STAGGER Concepts, as shown in Fig. 20, we
see that AQ11-PM maintained more examples in partial memory than did AQ-PM, our
temporal-batch system [44]. Note that we do not present results for AQ11 since it does not
maintain examples. At time step 39, AQ11-PM stored 6.9± 0.8 examples, whereas AQ-PM
stored 6.5±0.7. At time step 79, AQ11-PM maintained 11.6±0.8 examples, while AQ-PM
maintained 9.6 ± 0.7. AQ11-PM stored the most examples at time step 90: 16.9 ± 0.84,
which was approximately 63% of the representation space. On the other hand, AQ-PM, at
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Fig. 20. Examples maintained in partial memory for the STAGGER Concepts.
time step 89, stored a maximum of 12.05±0.77, which is about 44.6% of the total number
of examples. We will place these results in context with previous work in the next section
where we discuss our experimental results.
6. Discussion of results
For the real-world problems we considered, experimental results suggest that our
incremental partial-memory systems, when compared to lesioned versions (i.e., systems
with partial-memory mechanisms disabled), decreased predictive accuracy on unseen
cases and significantly decreased learning time. Furthermore, the partial-memory systems
maintained notably fewer examples than did GEM, a full-memory method. Naturally,
we cannot make such a claim regarding improvement over AQ11 since it maintains no
examples, but the use of extreme examples for learning did seem to reduce the fluctuations
in the complexity of AQ11’s concept descriptions.
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Regarding this latter phenomena, we suspect that outliers in the representation space
are the cause. Irrespective of whether we have extreme examples, if we add new examples
to the interior of the current set of rules and learn incrementally, then concept complexity
should change little. On the other hand, if we add new examples outside the boundaries of
the rules and learn, then this would cause fluctuations in size of the concept descriptions,
since the learning element will have to add rules and conditions to cover these new
examples.
Furthermore, without extreme examples marking the frontiers of concepts, an outlier
would have greater potential of leading to a rule covering few examples, which in turn,
could cause AQ11 to add these examples directly to the rule, making it more complex.
However, with extreme examples, the effect of outliers may be lessened since there are
other “outliers” (i.e., the extreme examples) present in the training set. Adding more
examples to the data sets may also lessen the effect of outliers.
Regarding learning time, it may seem counterintuitive that, for instance, AQ11-PM
could learn more quickly than AQ11 could. After all, the former system learns from
more examples than the latter. While true, we anticipate that the quality of the additional
examples (i.e., the extreme examples) positively impacts learning time. Indeed, the utility
of so-called near misses is well-known [69].
However, with the current problem domains, the number of extreme examples in a
training set is about 25% of the total used for learning. It is quite possible that as the
percentage of extreme examples decreases, learning time will increase and exceed that of
the unmodified learner. On the other hand, as we increase the number of training examples,
the learner may also select more extreme examples, and so this percentage may stay within
a range that results in improved learning time, a hypothesis for future work.
With the exception of the fluctuations in concept complexity, these results largely echo
those of earlier studies with AQ-PM [38,44], a temporal-batch system that uses the same
mechanisms as AQ11-PM for selecting extreme examples. In this earlier work, we also
compared performance to a lesioned version of the system using the problems of blasting
cap detection and computer intrusion detection. Predictive accuracy decreased, but so did
learning time and the number of examples maintained. There was no apparent change in
concept complexity.
We largely anticipated these earlier results: When learning, AQ-PM does not use its
current rules and has available only examples from partial memory and the data set.
It therefore uses less information for learning than does its lesioned counterpart, so
we expected decreases in predictive accuracy. Further, the learning element uses fewer
examples for learning, so its running time should decrease. Selecting extreme examples
also guarantees that AQ-PM stores fewer examples.
As shown in Table 3, on the task of detecting blasting caps, AQ-PM performed
comparably to AQ11-PM and GEM-PM in terms of memory requirements and learning
time. AQ-PM produced simpler rules, but did not attain as high a predictive accuracy. Keep
in mind that AQ-PM learned rules from only examples—new examples and those held in
partial memory—and that its rules are much simpler than those of the incremental systems.
Our explanation is that AQ-PM discards important information contained in its rules that
the other systems keep, by virtue of their being incremental. Indeed, this observation is
what originally led us to investigate incremental methods.
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Table 3
Performance measures for the last time step of the blasting-cap problem. Results are averages
computed over thirty runs and are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals
System Percent Examples Number of Number of Learning
correct maintained rules conditions time (s)
AQ11-PM 88.97± 5.39 18.17± 0.79 6.24± 0.60 13.83± 2.17 0.04± 0.00
GEM-PM 85.52± 6.46 18.17± 0.79 5.00± 0.54 11.24± 1.59 0.02± 0.00
AQ-PM 81.90± 5.66 18.17± 0.79 3.62± 0.20 7.62± 0.42 0.04± 0.004
Table 4
Performance measures for the last time step of the intrusion-detection problem. Results are
averages computed over thirty runs and are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals
System Percent Examples Number of Number of Learning
correct maintained rules conditions time (s)
AQ11-PM 96.38± 1.28 55.97± 1.25 13.21± 0.48 23.79± 1.85 0.23± 0.01
GEM-PM 95.17± 2.27 55.97± 1.25 11.79± 0.45 20.72± 1.65 0.10± 0.01
AQ-PM 91.94± 1.04 55.97± 1.25 15.81± 0.29 28.17± 1.14 0.35± 0.11
In Table 4, we can see much the same in the results for the intrusion-detection
experiment. AQ-PM performed comparably to AQ11-PM and GEM-PM in all categories
except predictive accuracy. Again, our interpretation is that at each step, AQ-PM is simply
discarding too much valuable information when it learns new rules from scratch.
However, we did not anticipate some of the results of this study, specifically the
drop in predictive accuracy, between, say, AQ11 and AQ11-PM (see Tables 1 and 2).
When inducing new concept descriptions, AQ11-PM and GEM-PM have available more
information than do AQ11 and GEM. These former systems use their rules, new training
examples, and those held in partial memory. Originally, we expected to see accuracies that
were no worse or better than those of the lesioned systems. The cause for the decrease, we
suspect, is not related to inductive bias, since all of these systems have the same concept
description languages and learning and performance elements. Rather, extreme examples
may cause overtraining, so the rules, while simpler, are not as general.
IB2, in terms of predictive accuracy, did not perform as well as the AQ systems, although
the number of examples it maintained in memory was comparable to the number that
AQ11-PM and GEM-PM stored. We suspect that IB2’s lower predictive accuracy is due to
inductive bias rather than any inherent limitation of the method. Nevertheless, we wanted to
include another partial-memory learner with different learning and performance elements,
and IB2 was an obvious candidate.
Turning our attention to the STAGGER Concepts, although AQ11-PM stored more
examples than did AQ-PM, the former system was able to achieve higher predictive
accuracy on all of the target concepts. AQ11 outperformed both of the partial-memory
systems on the third target concept, but as we argued previously, this was probably because
it had performed so poorly on the second target concept. Since AQ11’s rules had not
converged to the second target concept, the system was able to manipulate them more
easily when learning the third target concept.
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To place these results in context with those of FLORA2 [68], AQ11-PM generally
outperformed FLORA2 on the second and third target concepts, but did not do so on the
first. FLORA2 converged quickly to the first concept, easily achieving 100% by time step 4.
On the second target concept, FLORA2 performed better than AQ-PM did, but as we have
stated, not better than AQ11-PM did. On the third target concept, the performances of AQ-
PM and FLORA2 were comparable, with FLORA2 having a slight advantage.
Regarding memory requirements, both of our systems stored fewer examples during the
runs. For instance, at time step 40, FLORA2 maintained 15 examples, whereas AQ11-PM
and AQ-PM stored 6.9 ± 0.8 and 6.5 ± 0.7, respectively. At time step 80, FLORA2 also
stored 15 examples, while AQ11-PM and AQ-PM maintained 11.6 ± 0.8 and 9.6 ± 0.7,
respectively. FLORA2 stored a maximum of 24 examples at time step 50, which is about
88.9% of the representation space, as compared to AQ11-PM, which stored approximately
63%, and AQ-PM, which stored about 44.6% of the total number of examples.
7. Future work
The results of this study and the issues raised in the previous section suggest several
opportunities for future work. We have yet to identify the concepts for which our
partial-memory systems work well. We envision conducting such a study using a variety
of synthetic concepts, such as the Monk’s problems [64], and analyzing trade-offs in
performance, as we did here.
Another is to investigate more thoroughly why learning with extreme examples in
AQ11-PM does not result in the same fluctuations in concept complexity that occur with
AQ11. Examining rules from this study was fruitful, but it was difficult envision what
might be happening at the level of a collection of training examples, especially in a ten-
dimensional space. Again, we will likely pursue this task with synthetic data sets. If outliers
in the representation space are causing the observed fluctuations in concept complexity,
as we posited in the previous section, then it should be a simple matter to conduct an
experiment in which, after a period of concept acquisition, we add new training examples
to the interior and exterior of the existing concept boundaries. There would probably be
a range where we would see this phenomenon, so we would need to vary the number
of examples added outside the concept boundary: With too few outlying examples, the
concept descriptions will not change dramatically, and with too many, there will be a
sufficient number of examples to support the rules.
Although our results using AQ11-PM were generally better than those of FLORA2, we
have not yet incorporated adaptive forgetting mechanisms into our systems, similar to
those present in all of the FLORA systems. We also have not incorporated mechanisms
for handling noise. FLORA3 uses mechanisms similar to those in the IB3 algorithm [1].
On the other hand, some systems, such as VFDT [15], do not have explicit mechanisms for
handling noise but are surprisingly robust to increasing amounts of class noise. Thus, we
intend to evaluate our systems with and without explicit mechanisms for handling class
noise. We also plan to incorporate mechanisms for adaptive forgetting, similar to those
in the FLORA systems [68], which should allow our systems to cope more flexibly with
drifting concepts.
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Finally, we are in the process of gathering more computer audit data, approximately 10
gigabytes, so we can test how our systems scale to larger data sets. In doing so, we hope to
better understand how the number of examples held in partial memory increases and how
this affects learning time and concept complexity.
8. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have described two new experimental systems, AQ11-PM and GEM-
PM, which are incremental learners with partial instance memory. Such learners store and
maintain a portion of the training examples in the input stream for use in future training
episodes. Our method selects those examples that lie on the boundaries of induced concept
descriptions, and we empirically evaluated both methods using the STAGGER Concepts and
the real-world applications of computer intrusion detection and blasting cap detection in
X-ray images. Results from a lesion study echo the outcome of our earlier work with batch
learning: Partial-memory learners tend to reduce predictive accuracy but notably decrease
memory requirements and learning times. Results for the STAGGER Concepts suggest that
our systems track concept drift comparably to other systems, but do so with less memory.
Our motivation to study learners with partial instance memory originated with an
application of machine learning to computer intrusion detection when we discovered
that an individual’s behavior changed over time. Storing extreme examples and learning
new rules from scratch resulted in systems that were more reactive and responsive to
concept drift. Subsequently, we have pursued this notion after discovering that relatively
few learners exist with partial instance memory and that with the exception of Widmer
and Kubat’s work, there has not been a concerted effort to develop and characterize
such algorithms. We hope to have made progress along these lines. Finally, we can draw
analogies from human learning, for we can be sure that humans store both concepts and
certain salient events.
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